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The regulations on the civil retrial system of China are comparatively simple, 
and there are many loopholes on both value judgement and concrete system design, 
which has been criticized by the scholars unanimously. Specifically speaking, 
lopsided pursuit to substantial justice and recklessly resort to retrial not only destroy 
the stability of judgement, but also neglect the value of procedure, therefore 
derogate the authority of law. In addition, state power intervenes into the private 
right realm,  which violate the jus disponendi of the parties and the general 
principles of litigation. For these reasons, the academic circles call on reform on 
current civil retrial system. In the dissertation, the author rethinks the main 
regulations and issues of civil retrial system, analyzes the problems existing in 
practice, and promote proposition on reform, for the purpose of civil retrial system 
perfection.  
Besides preface and conclusion, the article consists of four chapters. 
In chapter 1, the author analyzes the criticism about the guiding principle of 
“seek truth from facts” and “mistakes be corrected”, and evaluates it objectively by 
pointing out its merits and defects. Meanwhile, the article examines the system 
design of state power as the body entitled to institute retrial procedure, from which 
the author gets the idea that excess interference by the state power into the private 
right will neglect the leading role played by the litigants and deviate from the 
principles of civil litigation. 
Chapter 2 is mainly about the analysis and thoughts of argumentum legis of 
civil retrial. It figures out the merits as well as the irrationality and accuracy of 
current regulations on argumentum legis, and makes improvement suggestion, 
namely, concreting and specifying regulations on reasons of retrial to strengthen its 
maneuverability.       
The author, in chapter 3, points out that the civil retrial system in our country 














the retrial procedure and clarifying the function and characteristics of it. What’s 
more, the author believes that the key for reconstruction is establishing the system 
of action for retrial. 
Chapter 4 demonstrates the problems existing in pre-retrial review and trial de 
novo in practice, mainly including the following issues: multiple bodies entitled to 
institute retrial, confused relationship between the application of retrial and appeal, 
lack of corresponding regulations on reexamination, serious wasting of judicial 
resources, inconsistency between retrial procedure and the characteristic of retrial 
cases, ambiguous scope of trial de novo. The author also provides some resolutions 
on these issues. 
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判监督程序”中规定了 12 个条文。而真正属于再审程序规范的只有 2 个条文，































































































                                                        
① 王利明．司法改革研究[M]．北京：法律出版社，2000．480． 





































求是在司法的适用中受到质疑。④   笔者认为，实事求是之意思为从实际情况
出发，尊重客观存在的事实，以既有状况论事。在司法领域中，此原则应得到
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